Red Hot Salsa (Partner)

Choreographed by Christina Browne
Description:
Music:

Position:

64 count, beginner partner dance
Red Hot Salsa by Dave Sheriff [115 bpm / CD: Red Hot Salsa /
CD: Line Dance Top Ten / CD: Line Dance Fever 7 / Available on
iTunes]
Facing LOD with lady in front of man, holding hands over lady's shoulders. All steps are the
same except where stated.
Start dancing on lyrics

LIFT AND REPLACE HEELS
1-4
Lift and replace right heels 4 times
5-8
Lift and replace left heels 4 times
HIP BUMPS
9-10
Bump hips to left 2 times
11-12
Bump hips to right 2 times
13-16
Roll hips in circular movement to the left (front, left, back, right)
ROCK STEP FORWARD AND BACK
17-20
Rock right forward, in place on left, rock right back, in place on left
21-24
Repeat 17-20
GRAPEVINES LEFT AND RIGHT
25-28
LADY: Drop left hands and rolling vine to right to finish next to man
in western position.
MAN: Drop left hands and small vine to right allowing ladies to vine in
beside
29-32
BOTH: Quickly drop right hands and pick up left and both rolling vine
to left. Finish in sweetheart position
If man does not wish to roll, just vine to left.
2 RIGHT KICK BALL CHANGES
33&34
Kick right forward, bring back into place, lifting left and replacing
left
35&36
Repeat 33-34
TOE TOUCHES WITH RIGHT
37
Touch right side (man touches behind lady)
38
Touch right back
39
Touch right side
40
Touch right back in place
41-48
Repeat 33-40
STEP SLIDES, SHUFFLES AND TURN
49-52
Step right forward, slide up left, step right forward, brush left
through
53-56
Step left forward, slide up right, step left forward, brush right
through
57&58
Chassé forward right-left-right
59&60
Chassé forward left-right-left
61-64
LADY: Turn a full turn left on right-left-right, touch left, dropping
left hands and holding right hand
MAN: Right, left-right, touch left on spot guiding lady back into
starting position, holding right hand.
Pick up hands over shoulders of lady and weight on left ready to start again.
REPEAT
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